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Act One "Rick Eckstein": For this Memorial Day weekend, TWIB was in Washington, 
D.C. for stories that we often relate to this special holiday -- baseball and family. 
       Rick Eckstein is the hitting coach for the Washington Nationals. His younger brother 
David played 10 big league seasons -- winning two championships and a World Series 
MVP Award in 2006. But the bond between these brothers goes beyond baseball. They 
also were spared a rare kidney disease that has afflicted much of the Eckstein family. 
The debilitating disease has required their father and all three of Rick and David’s 
siblings to receive kidney transplants. Rick and David knew as they grew up that they 
had been spared so that, somewhere down the line, they would be able to donate a 
kidney to their family. Last year, the transplant their brother Ken had received several 
years ago began to fail and Rick discovered he was a good match. And that’s when the 
true meaning of brotherly love was shown, as Rick willingly donated his kidney and a 
team of doctors at a special transplant center in Florida successfully performed the 
surgery. The surgeon noted how medical problems in a family quite often split the family 
bond, but in this case the Eckstein family came closer together. It is the gift of life. Rick 
commented on the similarity between donating and coaching because in coaching you 
give of yourself, physically, mentally and psychologically.  
Educational theme: Living-donor renal transplants of a kidney into a patient with end-
stage renal disease are characterized as genetically related or non-related transplants, 
depending on whether a biological relationship exists between the donor and recipient.    
Educational theme: Close family relationships are examples of bonding -- i.e., the 
formation of special relationships that are deep and lasting. This is a particularly good 
example of family. 
Educational theme: Brotherly love is one of the four historic definitions of love. Also, 
called agape, which is love directed toward the welfare of people.  
Educational theme: Coaching is an example of teaching associated with athletics. The 
coach must not only teach the skills and strategies of the game, but of equal importance 
is the value of sportsmanship and teamwork. 
 
Act Two - "Library of Congress": The long standing tradition of singing "Take Me Out 
to the Ball Game," by fans and players during the classic seventh inning stretch takes 
place in most every city where baseball is played. Now this century old standard has 
been preserved in the Library of Congress in Washington, D.C. Turn of the century 
vocalist Edward Meeker's original version came out on cylinder in September of 1908. A 
really good transfer has been archived in the Library's hallowed halls with baseball 
classics "Casey at the Bat," and Abbott and Costello's "Who's On First."  The song was 
popular in 1908, but the St. Louis Cardinals "Gas House Gang" led by Pepper Martin, 
was the first to bring it to the ball yard, as part of a pre-game World Series performance. 
Then in the early 1980s, the iconic broadcaster Harry Caray began the tradition of 
Seventh Inning Stretch Time at Wrigley Field. Fans love to stand up and sing the song 
that takes them back to the time when they fell in love with baseball.  



         Jon Heyman was asked the TWIBIA question: Which first baseman has had the 
most seasons with at least 40 home runs and 140 RBIs? The answer is Lou Gehrig, 
who hit 40 home runs and the 140 RBI mark five times in his career with the New York 
Yankees.   
       Winning Road Trips celebrates the teams and players that know how to win away 
from home. In Texas, Carlos Quentin of the Chicago White Sox became the fifth player 
in the last two weeks to have a three-home run game. 
Educational theme: Customs are practices or common traditions that are long 
established by use. Often it is a group pattern of habitual activity that is passed on from 
generation to generation. 
Educational theme: Archives are a collection of historical documents or records 
providing information about a place, institution, or group of people. It is the history of 
sport, while providing year round fun and interest for both players and fans. 
Educational theme:  Love of the game is passed on from father to son, then from 
generation to generation. Passion for baseball is a powerful emotion. It is an ardent love 
and boundless enthusiasm of a uniquely American way of life. 
Educational theme: Trivia is a seemingly superfluous and insignificant event; however, 
it is an important component of baseball legend, lore and tradition. For both fans and 
players, trivia is a source of fun and interest in the American institution called baseball. 
 
Act Three - "Pepsi Max":  Once again from the high-tech, interactive, hardball haven 
called "The MLB Man Cave,", TWIB and the two intrepid baseball fans continued to 
answer the question - what would it be like to watch every inning of every MLB game for 
the entire season of 2011?  Miss USA Rima Fakiu and her boyfriend, Toronto Blue Jays 
Pitcher Ricky Romero, visited the cave where fun and games are the rule. We also saw 
Mike and Ryan engage in a tense shuffle board game that was called by expert 
broadcasters Ken Rosenthal and Tim McCarver.       
        Gillette presented The Rookie of the Month, which honors the league's top rookies 
throughout the season. In New York City, Blue Jays catcher J.P. Arencibia displayed a 
veteran bat during his visit to the Bronx. 
Educational theme: Research is the systematic investigation into and study of 
materials and sources in order to establish facts and reach new conclusions. 
Procrastination can sometimes retard discovery because it is put off until tomorrow. 
Educational theme: Elite professionals associate because their celebrity allows them 
to share common experiences, emotions, philosophy and attitudes. 
Educational theme: Fun and games is a state of carefree comfort. It is simply 
considered a valuable use of one's time. It is a source of enjoyment or pleasure. When 
something is no longer fun, we stop doing it; therefore fun is the key to intrinsic 
motivation. 
Educational theme: Landmark performances are those that mark a turning point in 
history. An athletic accomplishment with historical significance is one that is marked for 
preservation by aficionados, players and national governing bodies of sport. 
 
Act Four - "Diamond Demos":  To play baseball one must execute the fundamentals 
of the game. NL Rookie of the Year and catcher for the San Francisco Giants Buster 
Posey has a broken leg, as a result of a collision at home plate. TWIB asked Billy 



Ripken and Ron Grant to discuss such collisions.  Two locations for the catcher's 
positioning were demonstrated -- one fully blocking the plate and the other giving the 
base runner "some plate" to touch. Grant believes the catcher to be fair game when he 
is blocking the plate. Ripken noted that most catchers expect some contact but they will 
take exception if he is reaching for the throw.  
               Going All Out is a segment that honors special players who continually show 
maximum effort. Washington, D.C. holds a special place in our nation's history but the 
MLB team that has called it home for nearly 100 years has not always done that well.  
One national treasure that the team can claim as its own is the great Walter Johnson. 
Walter is the all-time career shutout leader with more than 100 while winning over 400 
games. Johnson earned the nickname "The Big Train" because of his blazing fastball 
that was said to "whistle." Walter's misfortune was to pitch for an inept Washington 
Senators team.  The 1924 Senators unexpectedly won the AL pennant and a berth in 
the World Series versus the perennial powerhouse of the era the New York Giants. 
Johnson lost the first two games he pitched but the Senators forced a game seven, thus 
giving Johnson a chance to go from goat to hero. Walter pitched four innings in relief, 
before the second “legendary” bad hop base hit of the game gave the Senators the title 
and made Johnson the hero. 
               Big League Blast takes us to Target Field where the venerable Jim Thome hit 
another mammoth home run to move within seven of 600 for his career. 
Educational theme: Sports pedagogy is an important aspect of the learning process. 
Demonstration and explanation are initial steps in the process. Children learn best by 
watching and mimicking athletic performance.  
Educational theme: Legends are unverifiable stories handed down by tradition and 
accepted as historical truth. They are popularly regarded as a mixture of fact and myth.  
For both fans and players, legend is a source of fun and interest in the American 
institution called baseball. 
Educational theme: Following the pursuit of landmark performances is the history of 
the present. But if you lose sight of the past, you lose sight of the future. 
 
Act Five - "How 'bout that!": The week's best moments were set to the song 
"Wandering Foot" by The Fling. Numerous missed and dropped fly outs were shown. 
Some good fielding fans were highlighted. Pitchers were shown taking batting practice, 
then playfully celebrating after a "BP home run." Several hard driven homers were 
featured, including Quinton McCracken's and Cory Hart's three home run games. 
Wilson Valdez became the first position player to earn a pitching victory since 2000. A 
collection of players with little or no regard for their bodies was shown, as they leaped 
and crashed into the wall. Adam Jones game winning walk off home run ended the 
segment. 
Educational theme: Baseball is considered to be the most difficult sport to master. It 
takes great skill and ability to play the game successfully. 
Educational theme: Performing under pressure requires practicing under pressure. 
The sport psychology of clutch performers involves ambition, determination, 
emotionality, mental toughness and self-confidence. 
Educational theme: The artistic value of sport can be found in the beauty, grace, and 
rhythmic movements of elite athletes. The aesthetic quality of a well-executed play 



enhances the appreciation of baseball. 
Educational theme: Once the student-learner has carefully observed the required 
effort and the bio-mechanics of the premier athletes, then the movements can be more 
easily duplicated and performed by the learner. The student is then physically educated. 


